## SEWING & TEXTILES

### CLOTHING 1: SEWN CLOTHING EXHIBITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Very Good</th>
<th>Some</th>
<th>Much</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Appearance**
- Suitable fabric and thread selected
- Appealing use of line, color and texture
- Neat, pressed appearance

**Quality of construction for any of the items that may have been used:**
- Straight and balanced stitching
- Grain line
- Matching of fabric design
- Darts, tucks, gathers, pleats
- Seams matched
- Crotch seam
- Facings, collar, or neck finish
- Waist treatment
- Hems
- Interfacing
- Other (snaps, hooks, eyes, etc.)

### Explanation of Project Exhibit
- Can explain goal of project exhibit
- Ability to explain techniques and skills learned
- Can articulate decisions made

### Exhibit Presentation
- Follows exhibit requirements
- Shows originality and creativity
- Neat appearance